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Four Seasons
The Floor Experts parquet collection FOUR SEASONS has been 
created for the most demanding clients. With this collection we want 
to take account of all your wishes. It is an exceptional selection of 
parquets that is completely treated only after we have discussed it 
with you. We use colours for two-layer, three-layer and even massive 
parquets according to your wishes, and the same goes for further 
treatments. Various combinations of treatments open almost 
unimagined possibilities to you. As our client you will have more than 
2000 different parquets, made to order, at your disposal.
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GRADE AB (natural):
Unique structure and colour, mistakes 
like small knots limited or not present, 
no cracks.

GRADE CD (rustic):
Natural colour variations and sapwood 
allowed, knots up to 40 mm allowed, 
cracks filled with black or natural colour 
filler are limited in numbers.

GRADE DE (extra rustic):
All natural mistakes in wood allowed, 
unlimited numbers of cracks and knots 
filled (open or closed) with black or 
natural colour filler.

- 3 types of raw oak parquets of the highest quality: 
three-layer parquets with widths of 189-190 mm, 
two-layer parquets with a width of 120 mm and 
massive parquets with widths of 130 mm

You can choose among:

- 40 shades of colour: if this is not enough for you, we can make a 
colour of    your own choice
- 3 different qualities of wood surface (natural, rustic, extra rustic)
- 4 surface treatments (smooth, brushed, planed, sawn)



522

type: 3-LAYER PARQUET, dimension: 15x189-190x1860-1900* mm (*20% shorter boards), top layer: OAK, d = 3-4 mm
grade: AB, CD, DE, joint: TONGUE - GROOVE, edge: EDGE BEVELED, surface: SMOOTH, BRUSHED, PLANED and SAWN

Smooth Brushed

Planed Sawn

3-LAYER PARQUET

2-LAYER PARQUET

SOLID PARQUET 

type: 2-LAYER PARQUET, dimension: 10x120x1000-1200* mm, top layer: OAK, d = 4  mm
grade: AB, CD, joint: TONGUE - GROOVE, edge: SQUARE EDGE, surface: SMOOTH or BRUSHED

type: SOLID PARQUET, dimension: 15x130xDL mm, grade: AB, CD
joint: TONGUE - GROOVE, edge: EDGE BEVELED, surface: SMOOTH or BRUSHED
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Wood is a natural product. Therefore you may see variations in colour and structure from board to board. The images in this brochure 
are only indicative of the appearance you can achieve and the floor may look different to the samples.  Consequently, we suggest you 

visit your supplier to view the larger display boards which will give a better indication.

www.Floor-Experts.com


